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S

oftware defined networking has the
promise to redefine networking as
we know it by abstracting the layers
and optimizing net control on a centralized resource. But it is still early
and enterprise buyers are trying to make sense of
the different vendor approaches, the architectural
options, the expected benefits and how they can
get there from here given huge investment in legacy infrastructure. This Network World Spotlight
Digital Issue does a deep dive on the SDN basics.
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By John Dix

I

f you aren’t intimately familiar with software defined
networking, don’t fret. Only
10% of 450 IT practitioners at
a recent Network World event
raised their hands when asked
if they understand SDN. But if
the emerging technology lives up to
its promise to redefine networking as
we know it, there is no time like the
present to dig in and learn more.
Proponents argue that, among
other advances, SDN will centralize
and simplify control of the network,
make networks programmable and
more agile, and create opportunities for policy-driven supervision
and more automation. In short, SDN
will help networks keep up with the
speed of change made possible by
the virtualization of other data center resources and provide the perfect
complement to cloud computing.
But challenges remain. Many of
the vendor cheerleaders, after all, are
tiny startups. While the incumbents
seem to have joined in the chanting,
only time will tell if they are serious
May 13, 2013
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about change or simply paying lip
service while working behind the
scenes to scuttle advances so they can
get back to business as usual.
That said, most industry pundits
say the SDN movement has momentum now and, even though we’re still
in the early goings, there won’t be
any stopping this train. Now it is just
a question of where we end up going,
how long it takes to get there, and
how different the coach looks when it
finally arrives.
“There is a fundamental transition
happening now because the status
quo is not sustainable,” says Nick
Lippis, a longtime industry observer
and co-founder of the Open Networking User Group (ONUG), an SDN
user group he formed with Fidelity
Investments. “The cost to operate
networks is too high and growing too
fast and you can’t find enough people
to manage these things anymore. It’s
time for change.”
It’s telling, for example, that the
SDN movement is being led by users.
The organization championing the
cause is the Open Networking Foundation (ONF), whose board members
5
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include Microsoft, Yahoo, Facebook,
Goldman Sachs, Google, Verizon and
Deutsche Telecom.
Jim Metzler, vice president of consultancy Ashton Metzler & Associates, notes that standards bodies are
typically staffed by vendors (usually
grouped into three camps — those
pushing the standard, those simply
watching and those actively trying
to slow down the effort), so the fact
that SDN is being pushed by buyers
greatly enhances its chance of
success.

Gauging SDN
deployment plans
Members of the Open Networking
User Group report on where
they stand with SDN
56%

28%

16%

The magic

Broadly speaking, SDN makes
change possible by separating the
network control plane from the data
plane, meaning control of the network is pried out of the devices that
forward the packets and is centralized on a server called a controller.
Rather than the classic approach
of each network device principally
worrying about adjacent devices
and forwarding traffic based on that
knowledge, centralizing intelligence
makes it possible to see the network
end-to-end and make smarter, big
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picture decisions, and when it comes
time to make network changes, you
can touch the network once instead
of having to update each link in the
chain.
[For more, see https://www.opennetworking.org/images/stories/
downloads/sdn-resources/whitepapers/wp-sdn-newnorm.pdf.]
The ONF has specified the OpenFlow protocol as the open standard
way controllers communicate with
and control OpenFlow-compliant
network devices.
“OpenFlow allows, for the first time,
an external control plane to abstract
the entire underlying network fabric
so that fabric is universally addressable and all topology and state information is commonly managed,” says
Jason Matlof, vice president of marketing at Big Switch, a poster child
of the SDN movement. “Today every
device has its own control plane,
manages it own state, has its own
policy definitions, its own configuration and has to be managed through
its own CLI. Once you have all that
information centrally managed in an
SDN controller, it enables you to build
May 13, 2013
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apps to program the network as a
universal element. So this eliminates
the complexity and static nature of
traditional networks.”
Given the early stage of SDN development, there are, of course, different takes on the definition of SDN.
Metzler writes in Network World:
“The definition of SDN that is currently emerging focuses somewhat
less on decoupling and more on
providing programmatic interfaces
into network equipment, whether
or not there is a separation of the
control and forwarding planes. A
minor reason for this shift in focus
is because Cisco recently announced
that as part of its SDN offerings, it
will provide APIs into multiple platforms they provide.” [Also see What
is software defined networking?]
“SDN is not equivalent to OpenFlow,” says Lee Doyle, principal
analyst at Doyle Research. “SDN is
much broader than that. As long as
you have APIs and can program the
devices, it can be SDN, but it might be
proprietary.”
Regardless of definition, suffice it
to say the broad aim is the same — to
6
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“What’s driving this is
operational costs, not
capital costs. In fact,
some say the capital
costs are irrelevant.”
– Nick Lippis, co-founder of the Open
Networking User Group (ONUG)

simplify networking and to catch up
to the pace of change made possible by
the adoption of technologies such as
cloud computing and virtual servers.
Regarding the latter, the oft-cited
problem today is you can spin up
1,000 virtual machines in minutes

but it will take you two more weeks to
bend the network into shape to support that new environment. SDN is
designed to remove the network as
the bottleneck in this fluid new world.
Which gives rise to the question
about the difference between software defined networking and virtual
networks, terms that are used interchangeably by some and referenced
as distinct notions by others.
Matlof views virtual networks as a
data center thing, a way to set up virtual tunnels between virtual server
elements in the data center, and
views virtual networks as just one
application for SDNs. In fact, he calls
virtual networks the first killer app
for SDN, and Big Switch has rolled
out a product to address the need. But
ultimately he says a true SDN should
be able to do that as well as control
physical devices that support the
OpenFlow protocol.
Nicira, which, besides Big Switch,
was one of the other SDN early
birds to spring out of the Stanford
labs where SDN was conceived, is
focused primarily on virtual networks, what some call overlay net-

works. That made it a good fit for the
king of the virtual machine world,
VMware, which shelled out $1.2 billion to acquire Nicira in 2012.
But aren’t companies that are
focused primarily on virtual networks artificially constraining their
opportunity? Lippis says, “If you
look at the number of virtual ports to
physical ports, there are more virtual
ports now and the number is growing a lot faster than physical ports, so
[VMware/Nicira] believes they’re
focused on the high-growth part of
the market.”
Ultimately, however, SDNs will
need to span the virtual and the
physical if buyers are to realize the
biggest return, and they will need to
span the data center and the WAN.
Early ONF backer Google, for
example, has already deployed an
SDN WAN backbone that is paying
dividends.
“The biggest advantage is being
able to get better utilization out of our
existing lines,” says Google Principal
Engineer Amin Vahdat. “The stateof-the-art in the industry is to run
your lines at 30% to 40% utilization,
May 13, 2013
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and we’re able to run our wide area
lines at close to 100% utilization, just
through careful traffic engineering
and prioritization. In other words, we
can protect the high-priority traffic in
the case of failures with elastic traffic
that doesn’t have any strict deadline
for delivery.” [For a full interview
with Vahdat see “Google’s software defined/OpenFlow backbone
drives WAN links to 100% utilization.”]
Of course few organizations have
the resources that Google does (it
built the devices used to control that
backbone), so much of the focus today
is, in fact, in the data center.

Early benefits

Mark Leary, chief analyst at The
First Tracks, says one of the earliest
benefits of SDN will be simplifying
networks. “Consolidating around a
central control structure allows for
greater automation. That’s where you
can see a lot of immediate impact.”
But how do you get there from here
given the huge investments in legacy
gear?
“Incremental adoption is the key
7
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for success,” Leary says. “The beauty
of some SDN solutions is they are
compartmentalized. You can drop
them into some part of your network
to reduce complexity and see immediate benefit. And then once you’ve
expanded on that and finished simplifying the overall structure, SDN
is about improving the dynamics, by,
for example, allowing the network to
adapt to load.”
Lippis says one benefit mentioned
by many early adopters at the first
ever ONUG SDN users group meeting in Boston was network visualization. “What some companies are
doing is using low-cost 10 Gigabit
Ethernet switches with OpenFlow
interfaces to connect mirror ports
on data devices to analytic service
nodes. That drastically lowers the
cost to gather traffic and, since the
costs are lower, gives you the ability
to tap into more places so you get a
larger view.”
Lippis adds, however, that a lot of
the early vision about SDN’s role is
being put forward by vendors that
are just guessing what people will
use it for. “It’s not until SDN is in the

“The beauty of some
SDN solutions is they are
compartmentalized. You
can drop them into some
part of your network to
reduce complexity and
see immediate benefit.”
– Mark Leary, chief analyst at The First Tracks
(www.thefirsttracks.com)

hands of IT architects that real use
cases will start to emerge.”
Consider early user Indiana
University. It didn’t want to pay

$100,000-$200,000 for a load balancer that could sit on the school’s
10Gbps Internet trunk and parse out
traffic to multiple intrusion detection
systems for analysis, so it got
creative.
“We saw this was an obvious use
case for SDN and OpenFlow,” says
Steve Wallace, executive director
of InCNTRE, the Indian Center for
Network Translational Research
and Education. He says they hired
a couple of grad students to develop
software for an OpenFlow controller
that instructs a $40,000 OpenFlowenabled switch to handle the load
balancing task and have been reaping the benefits ever since. (See page
17 for a full Q&A with Wallace.)
Cost savings, in fact, is one of the
potential benefits of SDN. Undoubtedly other organizations will discover more SDN niche applications
that deliver savings, and longerterm simplification of the network
is expected to lower opex costs, but
it is less clear if SDN also results in
reduced capex costs.
In an article about SDN in The Economist (yes, The Economist, showing just
May 13, 2013
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how far this stuff is spreading), Chris
Weitz of Deloitte Consulting was
quoted as saying “firms using SDN
can save up to 50% on their networking bills … some of the savings [coming] from cutting out ‘carbon middleware,’ as network engineers jokingly
refer to themselves, and from buying
more basic — and thus cheaper —
hardware.”
The hardware can get cheaper, the
rationale goes, because with SDN the
smarts are embodied in software and
shifted to the centralized controller.
But is capex the problem that needs
fixing?
“I think what’s driving this is operational costs, not capital costs,” Lippis
says. “In fact, some say the capital
costs are irrelevant. They say, ‘If
someone gave me $2 million worth of
equipment for free, I couldn’t take it
because I can’t afford to manage it.’ So
if the equipment costs zero they’re not
going to take it, and they won’t take it
if it’s really expensive, so the vendors
really have to deal with the operational piece of this.”
Over a three-year period, capital
costs represent 25% of networking
8
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SDN abstracts the network
Introducing a controller between the
applications and the data handling devices
simplifies operations and management

App

App

App

App

Northbound API

SDN Controller Platform
Southbound API
Switch
vSwitch

total cost of ownership, Lippis says.
“So it’s already a relatively small number, and if it goes to 12% because SDN
makes it possible to use lower cost

Switch
vSwitch

equipment, is that a big deal?”
Leary adds that simplification
doesn’t necessarily equate with low
cost. “Leonardo da Vinci once said,

‘Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.’ Just because something is
simple doesn’t mean it’s not incredibly sophisticated underneath. As
the network becomes simple, the
network devices and controllers grow
that much more sophisticated.”
What’s more, suppliers will be
scrambling to differentiate themselves regarding usability, manageability, performance, capacity, etc.,
Leary says, so it isn’t like SDN just
results in networks built using a
bunch of cheap, white label boxes.
That said, the real magic may ultimately be in the applications that can
fly these SDN networks. Things like
traffic engineering, network monitoring and even security controls
become apps that run on SDN controllers.
But the ONF hasn’t yet specified
northbound APIs for these apps. So,
while it should be possible to mix and
match controllers and switches that
support the ONF’s southbound OpenFlow API, the SDN applications available to you today will be dependent
on the type of controller you employ.
Ultimately the industry needs to stanMay 13, 2013
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dardize the northbound connections
to provide interoperability.

A question of timing

As far as we have come in so little
time, this is still early days for SDN
and the industry is still coalescing.
As Metzler from Ashton Metzler &
Associates points out, it took server
virtualization technology almost 10
years to become mainstream, and
the SDN OpenFlow protocol was just
published at the end of 2009.
Doyle from Doyle Research estimates that the SDN market will only
add up to $400 million in 2014. “It’s
pretty tiny, but we’re starting to see
adoption. Bleeding edge now. More
early adopters to follow.”
Lippis says the virtual side of the

2013 will see more
shops pilot SDN
tools that control
physical switches. Real
deployments on the
physical side won’t occur
until 2014.
9
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SDN world — where the technology
is used to network virtual resources
— is already percolating nicely, but
he expects 2013 will see more shops
start to pilot SDN tools that control
physical switches. Real deployments
on the physical side won’t occur until
2014, he says, when new switches
come out that address performance
issues. “Most companies are not
doing full-blown physical side SDN
because they are waiting for the
next generation of silicon to address
the performance issue around how
many flows a switch can support,
how long it takes the controller to
figure out the path and then populate
the network.”
Leary says, “SDN solutions are still
rather specialized and solve certain
problems. For transition to full SDNenabled networks, we’re probably
five, six, seven years away from that.”
That’s a long time in the high-tech
world, which begs the question of
whether some shiny new tech will
emerge in the meantime and render
all this moot. [Also see: “Network
administrators look to SDN with
hope, concern”]

“I don’t think so because what’s
driving this market is operational
costs and bloat,” Lippis says.
“The network seems to go through
a pretty dramatic change every 10
years or so,” Leary agrees, “and it’s

time we focused our energy on getting the network to run better. I think
SDN offers that opportunity.”
Dix is editor in chief of Network World.
Contact him at jdix@nww.com.
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SDN: The core
building blocks
B y E t h a n B a n k s , Ow n e r , Pa c k e t Pu s h e r s
Interactive

W

hen getting to know software defined
networking, you’ll encounter a number
of terms that are used in conjunction
with the technology. Some of the terms
are unique to SDN, while others describe
technologies that, while not unique, are
frequently used in SDN designs.
It’s helpful to have an understanding of these terms and
their context. We’ll take a look at three basic terminology categories as they relate to SDN: controllers, switching and overlay
networks.

Controllers

One of SDN’s big ideas is
that a device called a controller talks to all of the network
devices in a domain, learns
10
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the network topology, and
programs the network from
a point of central omniscience. An SDN controller
shifts the model of network

programming from distributed (network devices communicating with each other
to determine forwarding
paths) to centralized.
Central programming of
the network is the significant
value that a controller brings
to a business. Conceptually,
a controller can be used to
deploy business policies to a
network holistically and in
a device-independent way.
The controller acts like a
layer of network middleware
that abstracts the underlying physical network components such as switches,
routers, firewalls and loadbalancers.
May 13, 2013
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With an SDN controller programming the network, operators are no
longer in the position of having to
program the network devices individually through traditional means,
such as the command-line interface.
In addition, unique network forwarding paradigms can be created based
on criteria such as the dollar costs or
security policy requirements.
A controller accomplishes this network programming via software,
and it is in this software that SDN’s
promise of flexibility comes. The
controller is a platform on which software is run, as well as being a communications gateway that software
can communicate through. Most
controller architectures are modular,
allowing the controller to communicate with different kinds of devices
using different methods as required.
Thinking again about an SDN
controller as middleware, there are
two directions of communication
implied. The most discussed to date
is southbound communications.
When a controller is programming
network devices and receiving data
from them, this is known as south11
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bound communication. An example
of southbound communication is
the controller programming network switch forwarding tables using
OpenFlow, which we’ll discuss more.
The other direction is northbound.
Communications between applications that wish to program the network and a controller are described
as northbound. An example of northbound communication is an application like VWware’s vCloud Director
requesting network provisioning
services via a controller.

Switching

When it comes to SDN, perhaps the
most talked about device is the network switch, Ethernet switches
in particular. For years, Ethernet
switches have been increasing in
speed and density, providing data centers with uplinks for their hosts, blade
centers and Ethernet storage. With
the advent of server virtualization
enabled by hypervisors, the software
switch has also become significant,
plumbing virtual servers to virtual
network interface cards, aggregating
traffic and sending it out of the hyper-

visor to the physical network.
Both the hardware and software
switch have significant roles to play
within SDN, as it is chiefly their forwarding tables that are being programmed by a controller. Considering that soft switches reside at the
network edge, the concept of a “smart,
soft edge” has arisen.
Network designers that advocate
for a smart, soft edge feel that the software switch running on a hypervisor
is a good place to install rich network
functionality, leaving the physical
hardware switches to run a simpler
configuration. In a smart, soft edge
SDN design, controllers apply forwarding, QoS and security policies
in the network’s soft switches.
For example, the soft switch could
have access lists, QoS parameters for
rate limiting and traffic prioritization,
and forwarding intelligence applied
to virtual ports. By the time network
data has left the hypervisor, it has
already been tested for security compliance, rate-shaped and encapsulated (if required). Placing all of these
functions at the network edge allows
core hardware switches to focus on

rapid transport of traffic.
Not all networks lend themselves
well to the smart, soft edge design,
nor can all conceivable SDN use cases
be met by a soft switch. There’s still
a role for SDN to play with hardware
switches for tasks like end-to-end
business policy deployment, traffic
steering and security enforcement.
In addition, there’s still some amount
of basic configuration to be done to
a hardware switch, no matter how
smart the edge network might be.
The primary southbound protocol
used by a controller to program the
forwarding behavior of both hardware and software switches is OpenFlow. OpenFlow (OF) is a protocol
whose standard is undergoing rapid
development by the Open Networking Foundation.
The ONF is a members-only organization made up primarily of networking vendors and service providers, and they operate behind closed
doors. Their OpenFlow specifications
are published when released. The
OF1.0 specification is most frequently
seen in production equipment; OF1.3
is the likely next step for most switch
May 13, 2013
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vendors. OF1.4 is under development
at the time of this writing.
Keep in mind that while OpenFlow
is implemented fully in software
switches like Open vSwitch, OF has
proven challenging to translate into
network chips (ASIC) in hardware
switches. While new silicon that
can handle OF better is reportedly
coming, customers evaluating OF’s
usefulness when combined with
their existing network hardware
must do thorough testing to be sure
the required OF function will scale
as much as needed to support their
application.
For northbound communications,
controllers are frequently offering
APIs. A REST (representational state
transfer) API is perhaps the most
common. REST APIs exchange data
and instructions much like HTTP
servers, using familiar methods such
as GET and POST. APIs provide a
way for applications external to the
controller to tell the controller what
should happen on the network.
Notably, vendor-specific APIs have
arisen in the southbound direction
in addition to OF. This is due in part
12
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to OF’s limited set of commands and
sometimes-difficult implementation
in legacy silicon. Despite supporting OpenFlow, Cisco is an example
of a vendor emphasizing APIs via its
ONE initiative, arguing that its APIs
allow network programmers to take
full advantage of the capabilities of
their hardware.

Overlays

Another term
that comes up
frequently in SDN
conversations is
that of overlay
networks. Simply
stated, overlays
are used to create
virtual network
containers that are
logically isolated
from one another
while sharing the
same underlying
physical network.
Network engineers familiar with
commonly deployed Generic Routing
Encapsulation (GRE) will grasp the
overlay concept readily. One packet

(or frame) is encapsulated inside of
another one; the encapsulated packet
is forwarded to a tunnel endpoint
where it is decapsulated. The original
packet is then delivered to its destination. Overlays leverage this “packet
in a packet” technique to securely
hide networks from one another and
traverse network
segments that
would otherwise
be barriers. Layer
2 extension and
multi-tenancy are
popular use-case
for overlays.
A number of
overlay protocols
have been released
and promoted by
standards bodies
during the last few
years, driven by a
virtualized data
center’s ability to
move a host anywhere at anytime. Some SDN controllers use overlays as their transport
of choice to build a bridge between
hosts scattered across the data center;

soft switches usually serve as either
end of the tunnel. Virtual eXtensible
LAN (VXLAN) has the broadest
industry support at this time, with
Cisco, Brocade and VMware among
others committed to the overlay. Termination of VXLAN tunnels in hardware is supported by switches from
Arista and Brocade. Hardware termination of VXLAN underscores the
groundswell of industry adoption, as
overlays are usually terminated by
software switches.
VXLAN encapsulates Layer 2
frames inside of a Layer 3 UDP
packet. This allows hosts inside of
a VXLAN segment to communicate
with each other as if they were on the
same Layer 2 network, even though
they might be separated by one or
more Layer 3 networks.
In addition, since VXLAN preserves the entire Layer 2 frame,
VLAN tags are preserved, allowing
for multiple Layer 3 networks to exist
inside of a VXLAN segment. Customers (also known as tenants) inside
the VXLAN segment see a network
much like any they are used to, while
the underlying network only sees
May 13, 2013
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VXLAN packets identified by a segment ID.
Each VXLAN network is identified by a segment ID in the VXLAN
header; this ID is 24 bits long, allowing for 16 million tenants to share the
same network infrastructure while
staying isolated from one another.
VXLAN has been criticized for
its reliance on IP multicast to carry
broadcast, unknown unicast and multicast traffic originated inside of tenant
networks. Many physical networks
do not have multicast routing enabled,
and engineers unfamiliar with multicast find it an intimidating tool to
deploy due to its potential complexity.
For this reason, some vendors using
VXLAN as an overlay are deploying it
with enhanced intelligence provided
by an SDN controller so the need for
multicast routing is obviated.
Similar to VXLAN, Network Virtualization with GRE (NVGRE)
defines tenant networks using a
24-bit identifier, found in this case in
the GRE header’s key field. NVGRE
is largely a Microsoft technology, and
is the overlay of choice in Hyper-V.
NVGRE differentiates itself from
13
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VXLAN by not requiring multicast
to carry broadcast, unknown unicast,
and multicast between endpoints.
Instead, the Windows Network
Virtualization module (a Layer 3
switch) embedded in Hyper-V is prepopulated with all hosts-to-tunnel
endpoint mappings by PowerShell
cmdlets. This eliminates the need for
flooding, as there’s no such thing as an
unknown endpoint in this approach.
Although VMware is firmly behind
VXLAN, the overlay known as Stateless Transport Tunneling (STT) also
came under the VMware banner in
VMware’s acquisition of Nicira. STT
is a part of Nicira’s Network Virtualization Platform and is notable
mostly because the encapsulation
format leverages a modern network
interface card’s hardware capability to take large blocks of data into
smaller segments.
Called TCP segmentation offload,
a TSO-capable NIC takes on the
burden of segmentation, freeing
up a server’s CPU for other tasks.
The future of STT is dubious, considering that VXLAN already has
VMware’s support as well as support

from the wider industry.
Aside from VXLAN, NVGRE and
STT, another developing overlay
worth following is Network Virtualization Overlays (NVO3). NVO3 is
being developed by an IETF working
group. The NVO3 problem statements
are similar to the issues addressed
by the overlays already discussed;
namely, traffic isolation, tenant
freedom to use whatever addressing scheme they choose, and placing virtual machines anywhere in a
network, without concern for Layer
3 separation found in the underlying core. How NVO3 will develop
and what encapsulation will be used
remains to be seen, but it’s shaping up
along use-case lines as submitted by
NVO3 working group participants.

Conclusion

The three main terminology categories we’ve discussed can be brought
together as: An omniscient central controller discovers the network topology of network switches,
whether they are software switches
in a hypervisor or hardware switches
found in a data center rack.

This central controller acts as
middleware between applications in
a northbound direction and switches
in a southbound direction. The
northbound applications articulate
business policies, network configuration and the like to the controller;
the controller translates these policies and configurations into southbound programming directives
aimed at network switches.
The southbound protocol most
often used is OpenFlow, but challenges retrofitting OpenFlow to
existing network hardware has led
vendors to promote network programming via APIs.
On this platform of network programmability and physical device
abstraction is added overlays. Overlays allow cloud providers and enterprises that wish to support multitenancy to securely separate their
customers’ traffic one from another,
while at the same time allowing their
virtual hosts to reside anywhere
within a data center.
ethan.banks@packetpushers.net |
LinkedIn | @ecbanks
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SDNFAQ
B y E t h a n B a n k s , Ow n e r , Pa c k e t Pu s h e r s I n t e r a c t i v e

S

oftware has been
programming our
networks for a long
time, so how is SDN
different?
It’s true that software such as distributed routing algorithms and
management protocols have been
determining forwarding paths and
setting network device parameters
for a long time. However, the tools
used have tended to be isolated to networking’s ecology and proprietary
per vendor. SDN has several big ideas
that improve on things: centralized
14
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control, programmatic interfaces
and integration with orchestration/
automation tools.

Why is SDN better than the traditional network I have today?
How SDN can improve your network depends largely on the problem you’re trying to solve. With the
proper SDN solution in place, you
could smooth out your operational
processes, reduce human errors, or
forward traffic in unconventional
ways as defined by metrics unique
to your organization. In short, you’re
gaining efficiency and flexibility.

What are the common use cases?
There are two major use cases
SDN is addressing in the enterprise
today. The first is to aid in network
data capture and network visualization. In this use case, network traffic
of interest as defined by a software
policy is copied to collectors where
it can be analyzed and visualized.
The SDN controller is able to insert
virtual taps throughout the network
infrastructure and send copies of the
flows from no matter where they are
to wherever the analysis engine is.
The second is what could be
thought of as creative forwarding,

where traffic is forwarded across an
engineered network path based on
criteria other than traditional forwarding paradigms like OSPF, BGP
or MPLS. Common applications are
for special treatment of latency- or
jitter-sensitive traffic, forcing selected
traffic through an inspection device
to improve security and “routing for
dollars,” where the traffic is routed
across paths that are cheaper for an
organization to use depending on
time of day or link utilization.
Why does the Open Networking
Foundation act in a closed manner,
unlike the IETF or IEEE?
The ONF was created in part to
facilitate rapid development of the
OpenFlow protocol. OpenFlow is a
vendor-independent protocol used by
an SDN controller to program forwarding tables in network switches
using a variety of traffic-matching
conditions and actions. Speed is best
accomplished with a small set of
defined members with a vested interest in a specific result. If operating
in the open manner like the IETF or
the IEEE, the development process
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would necessarily be slower to be
inclusive of all parties, use cases and
concerns that might come up.
There has been some discussion
of opening up the ONF proceedings
at some point to allow the larger networking community to observe the
OpenFlow specification discussions.
Is OpenFlow destined to become
the new way to forward traffic
through a network?
OpenFlow’s long-term future is
uncertain at this point. Arguably,
OF has proven most useful in soft
switches that run at the network edge
in a hypervisor, relying on serverbased x86 computing power to do the
needed processing. However, when
implemented in traditional network
hardware switches, OF’s usefulness
has depended on the silicon in the
switch and the ability of that silicon
to handle OpenFlow operations at the
scale required for a given use case.
Network designers evaluating
OpenFlow hardware must carefully evaluate vendors, as not all OF
switches are created equal. Another
point against OpenFlow as a long15
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term replacement for traditional forwarding is that OF doesn’t necessarily
replicate all the hardware capabilities
custom ASIC designers like Cisco,
Juniper and Brocade bake into their
chips. While these vendors might
support OF as an adjunct means of
populating forwarding tables and
policies, they are also exposing their
own APIs that take full advantage of
their hardware’s capabilities.
Some argue that OF has scalability problems because of limited flow
entries and the latency of punting
to the controller. Is this true?
It is true that network switches with
OF capability tend to have maximum
flow entries under 10K. Whether this
is a limitation depends on the use case
and overall network design. Vendors
point out that if using OF at the network edge (as opposed to the core),
several thousand flow entries are
unlikely to present a limitation, and
that a simplified core (where edge tenants are obscured by an overlay) can
also succeed.
It is also true that when an OpenFlow switch has no matching flow

entry for a given bit of traffic, that
traffic must be punted to the controller. And that introduces latency of
anywhere from dozens to hundreds
of milliseconds. In addition, an OpenFlow switch CPU can only punt
so fast, typically limiting punting
operations to 1,000 or less per second.
While that sounds slow to the ear of
a network designer used to line-rate
forwarding of L2 and L3 traffic at
terabit scale, vendors point out that in
a typical deployment, flow tables can
be pre-populated with flow entries, as
endpoints are known to the controller.
This minimizes the need for punting.
Isn’t an SDN controller a single
point of failure?
One of SDN’s big ideas is that a
centralized controller knows the
entire network topology, and can
therefore program the network
in ways that a distributed control
plane cannot. Vendors recognize the
mission-critical role of the controller,
and typically offer the controller as
a distributed application that can be
run as a clustered appliance, or as a
virtual machine that takes advantage

of a hypervisor’s high availability. In
addition, it doesn’t necessarily follow
that if the controller goes down, the
network goes down with it. While
architectures vary by vendor, it’s
usually a reasonable assumption that
the network will continue to forward
traffic (at least for a while) even if the
controller is no longer present.
Can I install SDN alongside my
existing network?
Yes. One common topology for
deployments in a brownfield environment is an “SDN island” where
an SDN domain flows through a
gateway device to the legacy network.
Another topology is that of hybrid
switching, where a switch that can
handle both OpenFlow and traditional networking splits its ports
between the two domains. Hybrid
capabilities vary by vendor.
What are overlays, and why are
there so many different kinds?
An overlay is used to create virtual network containers that are
logically isolated from one another
while sharing the same underlying
May 13, 2013
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physical network. Virtual eXtensible
LAN (VXLAN), Network Virtualization with GRE (NVGRE) and Stateless Transport Tunneling (STT) all
emerged at roughly the same time,
and all with different vendors leading each effort. [Also see: “Complete
guide to network virtualization”]
If you’ll allow for some generalization, Cisco (and others) have
pushed VXLAN. Microsoft has
driven NVGRE. Nicira (now part
of VMware) has championed STT.
Each overlay has similar characteristics, but differences in the details
that make them the darling of some,
but not others. Over time, VXLAN
has gained the strongest following
(including VMware, interestingly),
but it’s not yet clear that NVGRE
and STT will be deprecated, as both
have ardent supporters. In addition,
the IETF NVO3 working group has
been working on yet another overlay,
although the encapsulation type is
likely to be one that already exists.
Why are there so many different
kinds of controllers?
Vendors early to market with SDN
16
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technology have necessarily had to
bring a controller as a part of the overall solution. There is no such thing as
an SDN controller standard at this
time; therefore, each vendor has come
up with a controller that best meets
the needs of its target market.
Wouldn’t it be better if there
were SDN controller standards
the industry could agree on?
With the creation of the OpenDaylight project, the industry seems
to think so. OpenDaylight is a consortium of vendors from across the
industry that are contributing code to
an open source SDN effort. Time will
tell how this translates into vendor
products, and what this will mean for
the SDN consumer.
Will network engineers have to
become programmers?
Network engineers with an understanding of scripting and programming will be able to leverage SDN
technology. Will they have to? That
remains to be seen. The scenario I
see playing out is that vendors will
supply corporations with software

that enables rich network functionality. Some engineers will use that
software interface to provision the
network, and will be satisfied as long
as the network functions as intended.
Other engineers will use that vendor-supplied software, but will also
become proficient in a language that
allows them to create the unique network applications required by their
business. As these network engineers acquire programming skills,
they will also maintain their ability
to effectively monitor and maintain
the network infrastructure.
What are the key things I should
be thinking about when evaluating
SDN technology?
The biggest thing to understand is
that not all SDN solutions are solving
the same problem. In addition, different SDN technologies have different
expectations of the end user. While
some solutions plan to abstract away
network and operational complexity by providing you with a glossy
solution, other solutions are more
of a toolkit that lets you create your
own application. Therefore, under-

standing the problem you’re trying to
solve at a deep technical level is quite
important. The better you communicate your needs to your vendor, the
better it will be able to articulate how
its solution meets those needs.
Does SDN introduce new security risks to my environment?
While it’s hard to say categorically
that SDN introduces “new” risks, the
fact is that exposing network devices
via programmatic interfaces is risk
to be managed. That said, SNMP is
roughly analogous to programmatic
APIs, but has a well defined risk mitigation strategy. In that sense, SDN
presents nothing unusually risky. Yes,
SDN presents a risk, but it is a risk
that IT as a discipline can mitigate via
access controls, trusts, encryption,
deep packet inspection, etc.
That said, SDN advocates point
out that a security benefit of centralized control is the reduction in
human touch required to provision
the network. On the assumption that
human error is the greatest security
risk to an IT infrastructure, SDN may
actually prove to be a security asset.
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The user view

I

t is still early days in the emergence of software defined networking, so there aren’t many
users around to share their
experiences and expectations,
but there are a few. Network
World’s editor in chief tracked
down Steve Wallace, executive director of InCNTRE, Indiana University’s Indiana Center for Network
Translational Research and Education, which is already using the technology in a production environment.
The school is also playing a role in the
tech’s evolution.
NW: How did IU get started in
SDN?
WALLACE: Indiana University
supports some of the world’s most
advanced network infrastructure,
such as the Internet2 100Gbps per
wave 15,000 mile fiber backbone,
through its Global Network Opera17
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tions Center, or GlobalNOC. So it was
natural to be involved at the early
phases of something called GENI.
GENI is an NSF-funded project to
support research on outside-ofthe-box network technologies and
approaches. IU has been successful
at applying for and receiving GENI
awards that allow us to accelerate our
exploration of SDN and OpenFlow.
IU also maintains good relationships with vendors that cater to large
campuses and service providers, the
same vendors that began to show
an early interest in SDN and OpenFlow. We added that all up and saw
a need for vendors to be able to conduct interoperability testing of SDN
products and, with sponsorship from
some of the vendors, developed what
we call the SDN Interoperability Lab.
It’s a membership-based consortium
of companies like IBM, Cisco, HP …
there are about a dozen members.
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They pay an annual fee and we provide a facility where they can test
their products’ interoperability with
other SDN products.
Indiana University is also using
SDN in its networks. For example,
Internet2 recently received a $60
million grant to build out a new
nationwide fiber optic network.
They’ve leased 15,000 miles of fiber,
purchased state-of-the-art optronics to light the fiber, and the Layer 2
equipment that sits on top of that is
composed of Brocade and Juniper
switches that are under the control of
OpenFlow. Indiana University developed the controller software that
provisions services over that network
using OpenFlow.
So that’s a production network that
spans the country, and the provisioning is done solely through the use of
an OpenFlow application that was
developed at Indiana University.
How about in your campus net?
Indiana University has more than
10Gbps of Internet capacity. Our
security group needs to examine
that traffic for threats. But intrusion
18
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detection systems typically don’t run
at those speeds so they need to take
that 10 gigabits of traffic and divide
it into smaller, coherent chunks and
forward them to individual IDS systems. You don’t want to split a conversation, so you need to make sure each
chunk being directed to an individual IDS is a complete conversation.
So they needed an intelligent
load balancer to dynamically balance traffic among the IDS systems.
There are devices you can purchase
to do that, but they tend to cost in the
$100,000-$200,000 price range.
We saw this was an obvious use case
for SDN and OpenFlow, so we hired
a couple of grad students to develop
software for an OpenFlow controller
that instructs a $40,000 OpenFlowenabled switch to do the load balancing. This is something we use in our
production network.
Will you ultimately use SDN in
your broader IU campus environment?
Let me outline that environment
first. We have eight campuses, two
of which are very large. The largest

is Bloomington, which has a student
population of about 30,000, 10,000
of which live on campus, and we have
a network that provides students,
faculty and staff high-speed access
to the Internet and resources on campus. We have roughly 400 buildings
in Bloomington and our own fiber
plant interconnecting those buildings, and a large wireless deployment
with close to 5,000 access points.

“SDN enabled IU to use
a $40,000 switch instead
of a $100,000-$200,000
load balancer.”
What a lot of people don’t realize
is that higher education has many of
the same security and compliance
requirements as commercial organizations, plus many other issues
to deal with. For examples we have
a health clinic on campus so we
have information that is covered by
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act). We have
student data and there are federal
regulations — predominately one

called FERPA (the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act) — that
requires we provide a certain level
of protection for the student data.
And then we take credit cards at the
bookstore and other places and need
to support credit card industry security standards. So we have a mix of
things that require a level of security
and accountability that would be
equivalent to many commercial organizations.
On top of that we have bring your
own device on a scale that few other
organizations see. For example, every
semester we have to accommodate
tens of thousands of new devices.
Students typically show up with a
phone, a tablet or laptop, one or two
game machines, maybe a television
set with an Ethernet jack. So it’s
a huge number of bring your own
devices.
We have automated systems in
place that register new devices,
that ensure the users operating
the devices agree to certain terms,
acknowledge their responsibilities
for using the network, ensure their
machines are relatively secure, and
May 13, 2013
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ensure we can provide integrity for
all the data we’re responsible for.
In addition, at universities it’s common for the faculty, the staff and the
students to have full system administration rights to their devices. So,
unlike a company which might have
an IT organization that centrally
manages the desktop, universities
typically don’t behave that way. It’s
typical that a faculty member will
get a research grant and part of the
funding in that grant allows them
to get a particular laptop to support
that research and they order whatever they want and they are the system administrator on that laptop. So
the campus has to provide a sort of
security manifold that sits over those
kinds of uses while preserving the
integrity of the network.
And then, of course, there is the
data center network, where we have
systems in a virtual machine environment that provide for business
process automation, things like registration and accounting, and then
on the other side there are machines
dedicated to supporting computational-intensive research.
19
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So we have all of those things and
SDN can play a role in many parts
of the environment. In virtualized
parts of the data center, for example,
the university provides what is
essentially a multi-tenant environment, so different departments might
have VMs running applications that
are specific to that department. So
the university has to support multi-

“People need to be able
to grow and shrink their
resource consumption as
required … So when you
look at where SDN is
really taking off now,
that’s a natural sweet
spot.”
tenant isolation, it has to enforce the
appropriate policies and it has to
be efficient. People need to be able
to grow and shrink their resource
consumption as required, build out
their applications, that kind of thing.
So when you look at where SDN is
really taking off now, that’s a natural

sweet spot. You start to look at network as a service as it’s presented in
OpenStack, start to get this environment that makes it easy to provide
the multi-tenant isolation, provide for
VM migration and do this using SDN
technology.
How will you get from there
from here? Will it be finding niche
applications for SDN like the IDS
example you described?
Yes, I think we’ll do more of that.
For example, another niche use case
is instructors that would like to show
the contents of their iPad on the
screen in a classroom. They do this
at home using Apple TV and they
expect, reasonably so, they should
be able to do this on their high-tech
campus. Well, it turns out it’s more
challenging to do this on campus. At
home the iPad and the Apple TV are
on a single network, and in a campus
environment that’s usually not the
case. We have some ways to solve
this problem using OpenFlow, and it
would require a little bit of OpenFlow
in the access portion of the network.
So technically it would mean putting

at least one OpenFlow switch in the
broadcast domain of the networks
that serve our classrooms. So that’s
a little more incremental rollout to
solve a niche use case.
We’ll continue to explore niche
problems, and at some point in time
we would like to have a plan for an
all-SDN OpenFlow campus network. We’ve been keeping in touch
with the folks that make controllers
to understand how their feature sets
are evolving and trying to help them
understand the kind of features we
see as being required.
Most of the products that support
OpenFlow today kind of back-ported
that support into existing designs,
and this year we’re seeing products
where OpenFlow was thought about
much earlier in the design process,
and so the products are more capable. You also see chip designers like
Broadcom making advances, improving support for OpenFlow and helping inform the folks that work on the
OpenFlow standards on how the
abstraction layer can evolve in a way
that is reasonably easy for them to
implement.
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So, for example, when
OpenFlow went from 1.0
to 1.1, it changed quite a bit
and included support for
more than one flow table
and the notion of a packetprocessing pipeline, and I
think those enhancements
to the stack were informed
by the folks that make the
silicon to forward packets,
and they basically helped
the standards folks understand how the abstraction
could be expanded at the
same time in a way that
they could do this efficiently in silicon and then
give you an abstraction
that was actually useful for
implementing network features, so all of those things
are happening.
It’s not crystal clear when
the right time to make the jump to
requiring a certain level of OpenFlow support in switches will be. For
example, we could say the next round
of equipment we’re buying has to support a certain set of features in Open20
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Flow, and if only one company could
meet that requirement, then it really
narrows our options in what we purchase. We want to wait until there’s
some choice. That will probably be
within a year, maybe a year and a half.

Is there any doubt in
your mind that within X
number of years you will
reach this kind of SDN
nirvana, or might the
whole movement fall apart
at some point because of
problems that we haven’t
perceived yet?
I think that in the large
data center space there’s no
question SDN has already
taken off. It’s here to stay.
And the notion of a centralized controller configuring
all devices as a network, not
configuring them device-bydevice — it is hard for me to
imagine that not happening.
I think OpenFlow is a really
good start and there need
to be improvements in the
abstraction it provides, and
there needs to be some market stability for people who want to
write applications. So when you look
at northbound APIs out of controllers and you look at how controllers
support applications, there’s a lot of
uncertainty right now.

Any closing thoughts?
I recently sat down with Big Switch
and asked them what models of different vendor switches would work
best with their controller, and the
response was, “We’re real excited
about the Trident II chipset from
Broadcom.” That was interesting to
me because I know how our virtual
machine guys approach upgrades.
When they know they’re going to be
buying new servers for the virtual
server environment, they’ll ask the
hypervisor supplier what chipsets
best support the features we’re going
to be using. And then our guys will
go look for the best packaging of that
chipset architecture. And best packaging might include price, might
include support, it might include
the size of the servers, all kinds of
things. But they’ll lead with which
chip architecture they need. And
I think it’s possible that that will
become a more important component
in folks’ hardware selection for network switching devices. There are
more questions to ask, but that may
become a different kind of conversation and purchasing process.
May 13, 2013
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12 tips
for SDN
IT buyers
By Lee Doyle

S

oftware defined networking
(SDN) offers
significant
opportunities
and challenges for enterprise IT professionals. SDN has the potential to make networks more
flexible, reduce the time to
provision the network, improve quality of service, reduce operational costs and
21
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make networks more secure.
The challenge for IT professionals is to select the
right SDN offering for the
right technology use case
at the right time. These 12
recommendations provide
enterprise IT managers a
framework to evaluate SDN
products from the multitude
of SDN suppliers. [Also see:
“SDN revolution or evolution: Impact on the IT manager”]

1

Have a clear vision
about how SDN technology will benefit your
shop, including its impact on
legacy network infrastructure. Plan for how SDN will
impact your overall network
architecture in the longer
term.

2

It is very early days
for SDN — the market,
standards and technology will evolve. IT buyers
need to pilot SDN and evaluate the SDN carefully before
committing to a specific SDN
architecture.

3

Evaluate the impact of
SDN on your IT organization. Does SDN offer
opportunities to create crossfunctional teams (e.g., server,
storage and networking) to
address data center or cloud
networking requirements?

4

Think about SDN
implementation
challenges. Many
SDN offerings today are
incomplete or require extensive customization. Who
will help you with the SDN
installation (e.g., channel
partners or professional
services firms)? Do you have
the existing SDN skill set in
your IT organization or is
additional training needed

(likely)?

5

Identify a specific initial use case for SDN.
For example, the use
case could be reducing the
time to provision network
security to new (or migrating) VMs. Or, facilitating
quality of service guarantees
across your private WAN
(e.g., data center to data center).
May 13, 2013
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Support for legacy networks. How well does
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Think about SDN in
business value terms.
How does a specific
SDN product reduce your
costs or benefit IT operations? SDN should not be just
about technology.
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